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This photocopiable resource book builds on the language programmes 
outlined in EAL Language Builder Beginner Books 1 and 2.

Written by an experienced teaching practitioner, the EAL Language 
Builder Intermediate Grammar Book 2 provides a bank of resources for 
busy teachers seeking to help students develop and consolidate English 
language  grammar skills. The worksheets are graded in difficulty, and 
accompanying extension activities are provided to test understanding 
and consolidate learning.

This pack is copyright. You may photocopy it only within, and for use by, 
the institution which has purchased it. No other photocopying is permit-
ted without the express permission of the author and copyright holder.

Whilst every effort has been made to provide totally accurate informa-
tion, PMP Publications can take no responsibility for inaccuracies and 
omissions. 

Graphic design by Peter Whyte Associates, Belfast  
www.peterwhyte.org.uk
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Further copies available from PMP Publications:
by post from 17 Ormiston Drive, BELFAST, BT4 3JS, 
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Attending a new school can be a daunting experience, especially for pupils who have little or no 
prior knowledge of English. Likewise, teachers may feel overwhelmed by the prospect of having to 
address the language needs of newly-arrived pupils. This book provides practical ideas and useful 
resources for busy teachers who seek to help pupils develop English language skills.

Helping a newcomer to settle in

Here is some practical advice about how you might help a pupil with no prior knowledge of English 
to settle into your class.

• Build up a profile of your pupil. If possible, try to meet with the parents/carers before the pupil 
starts school. Using an interpreter if necessary, find out as much as possible about the pupil’s 
cultural background and prior educational experience (if any). This information will help to 
inform planning. For example:

» How many years of schooling has the pupil had?

» Is the pupil literate in his/her home language?

» Have there been any disruptions to learning?

» Does the pupil have any physical/religious/dietary needs? 

• Use consistent routines and language to help understanding. Keep instructions short and 
simple. Use clear, natural speech, supported by the use of visual aids.

• Remember that a pupil for whom English is an additional language may require up to 2 years 
to become fluent in social English. To become proficient in English for academic purposes may 
take between 5 and 7 years.

• Encourage the pupil to join in as many classroom activities as possible but recognise that he/she 
may, on occasions, find it difficult to concentrate. Be aware of the culture shock. While some 
pupils adapt quickly to their new learning environment, others may become easily distracted, 
bored, uncooperative or even disruptive.

• Recognise that the pupil may go through a ‘silent’ or ‘passive’ period. Understanding usually 
precedes speaking and writing. Some pupils may choose to remain silent until they acquire 
enough confidence to engage in oral communication. This choice to remain silent (possibly for 
several months) should not be viewed as a lack of ability or a lack of cooperation. Most pupils 
will speak when they feel confident enough to do so.

• Recognise the value of the pupil’s home language. Being fluent and/or literate in the home 
language not only gives a sense of identity but will also assist in the acquisition of an additional 
language.

• Celebrate the language and culture of the new pupil by displaying work in his or her home 
language in your classroom and throughout the school.

• Encourage other pupils in your class to become helpers or ‘buddies’. They can show newly-
arrived pupils round the school, help them in class and befriend them in the playground.

Supporting pupils for whom English is an 
additional language
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Promoting English language development

Developing language and communication skills is important for everyone, not simply for learning, 
but also for building relationships. This is especially important for newly-arrived pupils who may, 
initially, feel a sense of isolation. Such pupils will make more rapid progress if they feel happy and 
accepted. It is important, therefore, for the teacher to create a learning environment in which the 
pupil can practise using the English language without being fearful of making mistakes.

Here are some strategies to promote English language development.

• Use the photocopiable resources to build vocabulary skills. Teach and rehearse speaking and 
listening skills before going on to reading and/or writing. It is important to bear in mind the age 
and ability of each pupil. While some may be able to complete all the tasks in each unit, others 
may not have the skills necessary to do so. For the latter pupils, it may be appropriate, therefore, 
to revisit the more challenging worksheets at a later date.

• Do not assume that a pupil new to English will remember all the vocabulary once a unit has 
been completed. It may take up to 10 exposures to a word or phrase before it is committed to 
memory.

• Encourage the pupil to take part in as many class activities as possible. This can be done 
through paired work and collaborative activities. Ensure that the pupil is placed beside a 
sympathetic peer who will provide good models of English. 

• Use illustrated texts as a starting point for discussion activities. Remember to accept and praise 
any effort to respond. Over time, encourage the pupil to extend one word/short phrase answers 
into full sentences. 

• As the pupil becomes more confident, begin to ask more open-ended questions. This helps 
to extend language learning in a natural and meaningful way. If the pupil makes a mistake in 
responding, provide a model answer which the pupil may then repeat. Remember to be sensitive 
when correcting errors, so that the pupil does not become discouraged.

• Be patient! Addressing the language needs of pupils new to English can present many 
challenges but it is usually very rewarding. With your support pupils can make rapid progress 
and, through time, become independent learners.
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Some common examples:
boy — buoy

cereal — serial
cell — sell

peace — piece
lightening — lightning

air — heir
rain — reign
dear — deer

stationary  — stationery
coarse — course

idle — idol
hall — haul

profit — prophet
aisle — isle

principal — principle

Homophones are words that are 
pronounced like other words, but are 
spelt differently and have different 
meanings.

What are homophones?

HomopHones

Need to Know: 
Students should be aware of the 
occurence of homophones in 
written English and be able to use 
them appropriately in a variety of 
contexts.
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Check-up 2 Choose the correct homophone to complete the sentences. 
The first one has been done for you.

1. The prisoner was allowed to leave his cell. (cell, sell)

2. He felt that there was no _______________ to telephone the police. (need, 

knead)

3. At the end of assembly we close our eyes to _______________. (pray, prey)

4. Queen Victoria had a _______________ of 64 years. (rain, rein, reign)

5. We all should learn the difference between _______________ and wrong. 

(right, write)

6. I was so amazed that all I could do was stand and _______________. (stair, 

stare)

7. Radim didn’t think it was possible that his son would _______________ from 

him. (steal, steel)

8. You can only carry a certain _______________ of luggage onto a plane. (wait, 

weight)

9. It seems a pity to _______________ all that food.  (waist, waste)

10. Lauren bent down to smell the pretty _______________. (flour, flower)
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Time prepositions 
 at   during  after   about
 between  from   to   until
 past   around  before  except
 for   of   since   till

  e.g. After lunch Hamed went swimming.

Place prepositions
 beside  into   opposite  over
 down   up   against  around
 under   by   behind  on
 aboard  across  along   among
 below   beneath  between  beyond
 in   near   off   through
 towards  upon   with   within
 without
  e.g. The boy hid under his bed.
   The word “under” shows the relationship between 
   the boy and the bed.

preposItIons

Need to Know: 
Children should be able to identify 
and use prepositions  appropriately 
in written English.

Prepositions demonstrate the relationship 
between two things in a sentence, e.g. a 
person, place or animal. They give extra 
information about either:
   1. the time an event happened, or 
   2. the place where an event took place.

What are prepositions?
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Check-up 1 Underline the prepositions in each sentence. 
The first one has been done for you.

1. We got home at midnight.

2. I fell asleep during the movie.

3. Did you come here by car?

4. I found the book behind the sofa.

5. There were four eggs in the nest.

6. James met Monika at a party on Friday night.

7. The penguin dived into the ocean after eating the fish.

8. Tom ran towards me and dodged around the parked car.

9. I asked my friend to meet me opposite the cinema between 4 o’clock  

and 4.30.

10. The young boy chased after the dog as it ran down the road.

Check-up 2 Complete the following phrases using to, on, by, for, with, 
into, or of. The first one has been done for you.

1. according       to        

2. similar __________

3. despair __________

4. inspired __________

5. plunged __________

6. rely __________

7. angry __________

8. waited __________

9. guilty __________

10. different __________
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Making Plurals from Singular Nouns
Rules for making plurals

What letter the word ends in
How to make 
singular nouns into 
plurals

Examples

Singular Plural

For words ending with:
‘b’  ‘d’ ‘e’ ‘g’ 
‘k’ ‘l’ ‘m’ ‘n’
‘p’ ‘r’ ‘t’ ‘w’
‘th’

add  ‘–s’ lake
ship
leg
straw
moon
sheath

lakes
ships
legs
straws
moons
sheaths

For words ending with:
‘s’ ‘sh’
‘ch’ ‘x’ ‘o’

add  ‘–es’ potato 
dish
glass
match
fox

potatoes
dishes
glasses
matches
foxes

If the word ends with ‘y’, but 
has a vowel directly before the 
‘y’

add  ‘–s’ boy
monkey
alley
valley

boys
monkeys
alleys
valleys

If the word ends with ‘y’, 
but has a consonant directly 
before the ‘y’

Take away the y and 
add ‘–ies’

library
body
rally
company

libraries 
bodies
rallies
companies

For words ending with:
‘f’ ‘fe’

Take away the ‘f’ or 
‘fe’ and add  
‘–ves’

thief
loaf
half 
wife
leaf
shelf

thieves
loaves 
halves 
wives
leaves 
shelves

plurals
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Examples of nouns that break the normal rules

The nouns listed below ending 
with ‘f’ add an ‘s’ to make the 
plural

The nouns listed 
below ending with ‘o’ 
add ‘s’ to make the 
plural

The nouns listed below 
ending in a vowel plus 
‘o’ (e.g. ‘eo’, ‘io’, or ‘oo’) 
add an ‘s’ to make the 
plural

roof

waif

reef

handkerchief

chief

gulf

brief

roofs

waifs

reefs

handkerchiefs

chiefs

gulfs

briefs

piano

solo

soprano

pianos

solos

sopranos

studio

radio

kangaroo

studios

radios

kangaroos

Some singular nouns keep the same plural form, 
e.g.
 one sheep ⇒ many sheep
 one deer ⇒ many deer
 one salmon ⇒ many salmon

Some plurals do not follow a recognised pattern,
e.g.
 foot  ⇒ feet
 man  ⇒ men
 goose  ⇒ geese
 ox  ⇒ oxen
 child  ⇒ children
 mouse ⇒ mice
 die  ⇒ dice

Write the plural form of the following words:

 roof  __________  match __________ box __________

 potato __________ wife __________  piano __________
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